2020 The 4th International Conference on Education and Multimedia Technology (ICEMT 2020), which will be held in Kyoto, Japan during July 19-22, 2020

PUBLICATION

Accepted excellent papers by ICEMT 2020 will be published in the International Conference Proceedings, which will be sent to be indexed by EI Compendex and Scopus.

CALL FOR PAPERS

e-learning evaluation and content
-campus information systems
-mobile learning
-computer aided assessments
-knowledge management
-component in e-learning
-marketing and promoting e-learning
-e-Learning platforms
-portals and Virtual learning environments
-Course design
-Learner autonomy
-Digital classrooms
-Blended learning
-Ambient intelligence

IMPORTANT DATE

Submission Deadline: April 20, 2020
Notification Deadline: May 15, 2020
Registration Deadline: June 05, 2020
Conference Dates: July 19-22, 2020

SUBMISSION METHODS

1. Please submit your full paper/abstract via http://confsys.iconf.org/submission/icemt2020
2. Or submit your full paper/abstract to icemt@academic.net.

PUBLICATION HISTORY

The conference proceedings of ICEMT 2017 has been indexed by EI Compendex and Scopus.
The conference proceedings of ICEMT 2018 has been indexed by EI Compendex and Scopus.
The conference proceedings of ICEMT 2019 has been indexed by EI Compendex and Scopus.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Conference Secretary: Ms. Kate Hou
Email: icemt@academic.net
Tel: +86-15102825034
Wechat Account: +86-15102825034